KMT Superline Abrasive Tower

The New Superline Abrasive Tower is the perfect way to improve your waterjet operations. Designed to work with 2,200 lbs. super sacks of abrasive, this state-of-the-art abrasive solution allows you to fill your hopper with more abrasive so you can keep cutting longer.

Reduce Abrasive Fill Time compared to hand loading, and save on costs with KMT Genuine Parts super sack value options. Designed for heavy duty use, the Superline Abrasive Tower will hold a one-ton super sack, plus additional reserve weight. The rigid steel construction provides a unique combination of safety, reliability, and durability. Matched with a lightweight aluminum cover for convenient loading and abrasive protection.

Designed with Waterjet Operators in mind the Superline Abrasive Tower has a built-in site glass to see how much abrasive is left in the tower at any given time with a quick glance. Two-piece construction allows for easy abrasive loading, and reduces the manual labor and improves safety associated with loading multiple 55 lbs. abrasive bags during production cycles. Operators can control filling their hopper with an easy to use ball valve.

The Superline Fits over all standard bulk hoppers including the KMT ADS Series Hoppers for convenient abrasive storage.

KMT Superline Abrasive Tower Dimensions
43” x 43” x 111”
Approximately 600 lbs. shipping weight
KMT Superline Abrasive Tower Benefits

- Designed and engineered by the abrasive experts
- Improve waterjet cutting operational efficiency
- Increase safety in the workplace
- Visual abrasive level indicator
- Easy loading, less handling
- Reduced waste

KMT Genuine Parts & Service
Experienced support for maximum performance and reliability.
From answering basic maintenance questions to resolving complicated issues on site, KMT Genuine Service provides the waterjet industry’s best technical support.

KMT Genuine Service is closer than you think.
kmtgenuineparts.com
kmtgenuineservice@kmtwaterjet.com